Harvard University’s
SCHOOL’S OUT PROGRAM
February 16-19, 2016

Gameshow Mania Week

Daily Schedule

Tuesday: It’s time for Pictionary! Can you guess the word based on your teammates drawing? Then we will be getting creative with masking tape to produce works of art.

Wednesday: Cross the grid without getting stuck in the SANDPIT! Make sure to use your keen observation skills to win this tricky game. Later on, we will be creating hanging yarn ball art!

Thursday: Would you rather kiss a jellyfish or step on a crab? Would You Rather is a game that tests your preferences with zany choices. We will also be mixing up a batch of rainbow slime for you to take home!

Friday: Are You Smarter Than Your Teacher? Work with your teammates to defeat the teachers with fun-filled trivia questions! Next, learn the art of origami and fold yourself a masterpiece!

Additional Activities

In addition to the planned group activities, children will also have opportunities to listen to music, play games, make new friends, and work on a variety of different art projects. We will be hosting an extra-curricular guest for a gross-motor activity to get us moving no matter what the weather is outside!

Program Details

Dates: February 16-19, 2016
Time: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. daily
Ages: 5-12 years
Meals: Children are provided with an afternoon snack.
Parents are responsible for providing lunch and (if desired) a morning snack.
Cost: $20 per child, per day

Locations:
• Business School (Shad Hall)
• Longwood Medical Area (New Research Building)
• Cambridge (Memorial Church)

Questions?

Email: worklife@harvard.edu or harvard@brighthorizons.com

Harvard’s School’s Out Program is sponsored by the Office of Work/Life.